INTRODUCTION
This paper discusses a numerical algorithm and supporting formulation for evaluating ultrasonic pulse transmission through non-planar component geometries. The algorithm is engineered to model experimental configurations where irregularities in surface geometry preclude the use of less rigorous approaches, such as a field expansion about a single entry point. The algorithm formulation represents the transmitted pulse as a surface integral coinciding with a pulse origin aperture, employing the Green function for the water-component system. The model explicitly considers the component surface geometry over the footprint of the incident pulse, thus allowing consideration of smooth yet non-expandable (i.e. in power series about a single point) geometries, such as adjoining flat and fillet surfaces. A computationally efficient algorithm results from use of asymptotic Green function approximations. Approaches are also discussed under conditions where the asymptotic Green function expressions are singular or invalid, due to focusing by surface concavity or transmission near critical angles. Consideration of pulse time dependence represents an extension of previous work [I] , as also does treatment of surface concavity and critical angle transmission. The following sections summarize theoretical formulation and algorithmic implementation, followed by the presentation of illustrative computations.
ALGORITHM FORMULATION AND IMPLEMENTATION
A time dependent pulse is expressed as a Fourier integral of time harmonic components by p(t,x) = J p(O), x) exp( -i 0) t) dO). In what fo\1')ws, a bar is placed above fields with a time dependence other than time harmonic. The field at x' in the component is expressed
an (1) where A is the aperture surface with unit normal n exterior to the component over which an incident field is prescribed, p(x) is the pressure field prescribed on A, <1>(x) is the compressional wave displacement potential within the solid (')lllpUllent, and G(x,x') is the Green function for the fluid-component system for a point source acting in the solid at x'. Expressions for the transmitted shear wave follow in kind. To aid in approximation, the Green function is expressed
S on on where S is the component surface with normal n through which the beam enters, Ij>S(x" ,x) is the Green function for the point source acting in the solid at x' observed at x" within the fluid at the surface S, and Ij>f(X" ,x) is the full space Green function for a point source acting in the fluid at x. Ij>S(x" ,x) is approximated in eq.(2) by transmitting a full space Green function acting in the solid at x' into the fluid using ray theory (i.e. local application of plane surface transmission coefficients to the leading term in Ix"-x'I). [2] Retaining the leading term in Ix"-xl and a bit of manipulation transforms eq. (2) into an expression of the form
where the surface S is parameterized as x"(s), where s is a two dimensional variable, and f(s,x,x') is the transit time along the ray path x-x"(s)-x'. When valid, the integral of eq. (3) is approximated by large 0) asymptotics. [3] In non-anomalous cases, f will have a stationary point So at which fl = 0, f2 = 0, corresponding to the minimum travel time path between x and x', where subscripts on f denote derivatives with respect to Sl and S2. In this case, G is approximated
When inspecting through concave surface geometries, conditions will frequently be encountered where the approximation eq.(4) fails, due to field focusing by the surface. In some cases, f will be slowly varying over the integration domain, hence only considering the behavior of f local to the stationary point will prove inadequate, and a more explicit consideration of f over the extent of the beam footprint may be necessary. Specifically, cases may arise in which fl1 f22 -f(2 = 0, corresponding to x' lying on a ray theory focusing caustic, or there may be no stationary point, as would be the case when x' is located within a ray theory anechoic zone. Alternative analysis may be appropriate in such cases, such as use of higher-order saddle points and/or end-point contributions. Work here presents a simple, robust approach for handling cases where a focusing caustic is encountered in one dimension, as when inspecting through fillet surfaces. In such cases, it is assumed that the direction of curvature inducing the focus is aligned with the S2 direction, and that asymptotic evaluation of the integral in Sl is valid. Performing the Sl analytic evaluation in eq.(3) leads to
where the vector s=( slO (s2), S2), for which the stationary point in Sl> denoted slO (s2), is defined by fl ( slO(s2), S2)=O' In the computational algorithm described below, eq.(5) is evaluated by a numerical quadrature traversing the beam footprint.
An additional condition under which eq.(4) becomes invalid is transmission near critical angles, at which the integrand factor A(s,x,x') displays sharp transitions as a function of s. Failure arises because the asymptotic approximation assumes A(s,x,x') is essentially constant in a sufficiently large neighborhood of so. This will be an issue in the consideration of transmitted shear waves in the vicinity of the compressional wave critical angle, and in compressional wave transmission at angles near grazing. Use of eq.(5) rather than eq.(4) is appropriate under these conditions. The representation of time dependent fields will now be discussed. For cases where eq.(4) holds, substitution of eq.(4) into eq.(l) and subsequent manipulation yields a representation in the form <j>(x') = iffifB(ffi,x,x') exp(i ffi g(x,x'» dx
where g(x,x') = f(so,x,x ') + fi"(x), where e l1 (x) expresses the phase of p(x) over the aperture surface corresponding to a prescription of the incident pressure p(ffi,X) = B II1 (ffi,X) exp(iffie"(X». Transformation to the time domain yields
where the dot above the integrand indicates a time derivative. The integrand of eq. (7) is ~ -expressed B( t, x, x' ) = E( t, x, x' ) exp( -i ffiO t) , where, for cases of interest, E( t, x, x' ) is a slowly varying envelope function in time and space, and ~I is a "center frequency" of pulse oscillation. Eq. (7) is thereby written
It is noted that the time dependent field expression in eq. (8) is formally the same as the time harmonic field expression of eq.(6), but with time appearing as a parameter in a slowly varying integrand factor. This point is significant in that the quadrature scheme used for time harmonic field evaluation can be employed to evaluate pulse responses with only a slight increase in computation, as discussed below.
For cases where eq.(S) is employed, substitution of eq.(S) into eq.( 1) and subsequent manipulation yields a representation in the form <j>(x') = ffi3/2 f fD(ffi,S,X,X') expO ffi g(s,x,x'» dx dS 2 (9) S A where g(s,x,x') = f(s,x,x') + r l1 (x), s=( sI0(s2), S2), and r"(x) is defined as with eq.(6). Transformation to the time domain yields
where D(t,s,x,x') = f ffi3/2 D(ffi,S,X,X') exp(-iffit) dffi. As before, the integrand of eq.(lO) is expressed DCt,s,x,x') = E(t,s,x,x') exp(-i ffiO t), where, for cases of interest, E(t, s, x,x') is a slowly varying envelope function in time and space, and ffio is a "center frequency" of pulse oscillation. Eq.( I 0) is thereby written (j)(x', t) = exp( -i ffiO t) f fEet -g(s, x, x'), s, x, x') exp(i ffiO g(s, x, x'» dx dS 2 (11) S A Again, it is noted that the time dependent aperture integral in eq.( 11) is formally the same as the time harmonic field expression of eq.(6), which will aid in algorithm efficiency.
The 
In practice, convergence is obtained with N in the range 32 to 64. In performing the one dimensional S2 integral in eq.( 17), a quadrature scheme using 20 to 50 points is employed. The above discussion would be applied directly if considering rectangular field apertures, as when modeling a rectangular element transducer. In performing the integration for circular or elliptic apertures, the aperture geometry is inscribed within the rectangular sub-aperture mesh, and intersections of the aperture curve with lines of the rectangular mesh are connected by straight line segments. The prescribed pressure outside the linesegment-approximated aperture curve is assumed zero. Integrations over non-rectangular aperture elements inside the approximated aperture curve near the aperture edge can also be evaluated analytically, albeit with more difficulty.
NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
Examples are presented which demonstrate typical application. The geometry considered represents the fillet region of a disk hub, for which a radial cross-section is shown in Fig.(l) . The concave radius of curvature (fillet) is I inch, whereas the convex radius of curvature (circumferential direction) varies from 5 inches to infinity with increasing radius r. Results are presented for a 0.75 inch diameter 5 MHz spherically focused transducer with a 7.5 inch focal length in water. The transducer symmetry axis is assumed maintained perpendicular to the surface with a 1.5 inch water path. Results are presented for the transducer symmetry axis intersecting the surface at positions A, B, C, and D in Fig.(l) . Position A is on the flat disk face. Position B is at the joining of the flat face and fillet. Position C is located on the fillet 0.1 inch from position B. Position D is located in the center of the fillet. Local Cartesian coordinates are prescribed with origin at the intersection point, X3 in the direction of the surface normal, Xl in the circumferential direction, and X2 such that increasing X2 corresponds to increasing r.
The aperture A is a circular disk coinciding with the transducer element face. The amplitude and phase of the incident pressure field are prescribed by a simple model of the transducer/lens system in which the pulse generated by the element traverses rays perpendicular to the element until the lens surface is reached. The rays then transmit through the lens interface according to Snell's law and emerge with reduced amplitude according to plane interface transmission coefficients. Once beyond the interface, the pulse traverses the transmitted rays backward toward the aperture surface as if the lens were not present. The back-propagated amplitude and phase at the aperture surface A are then used as the prescribed input in the aperture integral. Note the temporal separation between direct and edge diffracted components. The on-axis time response at -1.72 inch depth is shown in Fig.(S) . The direct and edge diffracted components temporally coincide at this depth. The phase interference between these two components results in the near-field structure seen in the time-harmonic amplitude profiles. As a check, the results ofFigs.(2-S) were obtained using algorithms based both on eq.(8) and eq.(11). The results were indistinguishable when plotted one on the other.
Results are next presented for transmission through the fillet at position D. For a point source located on the beam symmetry axis at a I.S inch water path, a focusing caustic is located at a depth of 0.385 inches. The phase function of eq.(3) in this case can display zero, one, two or three stationary points over the discretized beam footprint resulting in a problematic application of eq.(8). For this reason, the algorithm based on eq.( 11) is used. It is seen in Fig.(6) that the beam amplitude peaks at a X3 depth of -0.21 inches. Surfaceinduced focusing effects are clearly evident. Lateral beam profiles (x" X2 directions) obtained at depths of both -0.21 and -1.72 inches are presented in Figs.(7,8) . A sharp focus is seen at -0.21 inches in the X2 direction, whereas the focus at -1. 72 inches is no longer present. The focusing in the x, direction is also no longer present, due to the convex surface in the circumferential direction. The on-axis time response at the -0.21 inch depth is presented in Fig.(9) . The on-axis beam amplitude profiles at positions Band C are presented in Fig.( 10) and Fig.(l2) , respectively. Note how the amplitude peak at -1.72 inch depth decreases while the amplitude peak at -0.21 inch depth rises out of the near-field structure. Likewise, the X2 amplitude profile at positions Band C are presented in Fig.( I I 
